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"GENTLEMEN, - It has fallen to my lot, in accordance with an old established
custom, to inaugurate at this hospital the Session 1852-53. Though the task is
by no means enviable, yet when I look round me, and recognise in familiar faces
pupils of bygone sessions, I am strengthened in the assurance that whatever
imperfections I may exhibit in discharging the important duty entrusted to me, I
shall receive the encouragement of patient attention and a lenient criticism.
Gentlemen, I beg to give you, one and all, the warmest salutations of the staff
and authorities of the Belfast General Hospital, as you now start for the first
time to 'walk the wards' of this hospital. In an introductory address, little of
novelty can be expected, and I can only hope to arrest your attention by giving
you my own impression as earnestly and forcibly as the strength of my
conviction will command."
Mr. Chairman, these were the words used in the opening lecture to this Medical
School exactly one hundred years ago to-day, by Dr. A. G. Malcolm. If we change
"Gentlemen" to "Ladies and Gentlemen" (there were not, as yet, lady medicals
then), and the "Belfast General Hospital" to the "Royal Victoria Hospital,"
they would represent my feelings at this moment. It is reassuring to know that
a man of his eminence found the task an unenviable one, and had difficulty in
finding an original subject. If that was so one hundred years ago, it is more so
to-day, when the ground has been tilled many times by my predecessors. It is
pleasant that what Dr. Malcolm calls "an old established custom" in 1852 is still
going strong, with increased vigour, one hundlred years later.
In his address, he points out that it is thirty-two years since the first medical
student had entered the wards of the hospital as a regular registered pupil. If in
those thirty-two years five hundred pupils were successively recorded, it will give
you an indication of the vast number that has passed through in the subsequent
one hundred years.
It was in 1815, Waterloo Year, that the formation of this medical school was
first suggested. It was in 1820 actually that the first enrolment took place, but it
was not until the 3rd June, 1826, that systematic clinical instruction was started
under what was then described as the able and zealous superintendence of James
McDonnell and others. In going through his list of five hundred pupils, Dr. Malcolm
pointed out that some abandoned their studies, some were removed by death,
some qualified but "threw physic to the dogs" and took up other work, but most
were scattered over the world, wherever the British flag at that time was
acknowledged.
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and a medical society before there was a university. As a result, Queen's, as we
now know it, started with a medical bias, and we are proud to think that the
medical is still the largest faculty. It is impossible to start a university unless
there has been already a good primary education available, and so it was not until
such old schools as the Belfast Academy (1785) (Royal in 1888) and the Acade-
mical Institution (1810) (Royal in 1831) had been well established that there was
a sufficient number of potential students.
In early times, the teaching of medicine was by example and pupilage, whereby
the candidate or aspirant hitched his waggon to a suitable star. Sometimes the
star of his choice was rather third-rate. Thus, at first, all teaching was entirely
cliniical, but later college and university classes appeared. This allowed many
students to be taught at the same time, and the student was taken further from
the bedside and nearer to the blackboard or laboratory, and so too much stress
began to be laid on the disease and its features, and not on the patient.
One must constantly keep in mind that there is no such thing as a disease. You
cannot see it or feel it, but.you can see one of your fellow-creatures suffering from
a disease. The student who thinks only in terms of disease and not in terms of
humanity will, I hope, take up another calling.
Too many think that the student life ends and the millennium appears with the
attainment of the mvstic M.B. Nothing could be further from the true state of
affairs. Most people will whole-heartedly disagree with Sir John Bland-Sutton,
who stated that he divided his life into three periods :-In the first, he learned
his profession; in the second, he taught it, and in the third, he enjoyed it. I would
have hoped that he would have enjoyed it all through, and that he would have
been a learner till the very end.
Da Costa was surely nearer to the mark when he said, "Each of us, however
old, is an undergraduate in the school of experience; when a man thinks he has
graduated he becomes a public nuisance !" Lord Lister went even further still:
"You must always," he said, "be students, learning and unlearning to your life's
end, and if you are not prepared to follow your profession in that spirit, I implore
you to leave its ranks and betake yourself to some third-class trade."
Much is asked of the doctor in the way of patience, endurance, study, self-
denial, frustration and disappointment, and in return, the most that one should
expect is the mental satisfaction of living a life of usefulness and the ability to
give health and happiness.
To many these demands are too great. It is not unnatural, therefore, that
through the 'ears many truants from medicine have appeared. A large number
of books and papers have been written onl these renegades, ancd wheni we see
what they have added to the world in other spheres we can see how right they
were. A recent book has collected some of their names and has shown how some
became priests, and others pirates and privateers. (Dover of Dover's Powders).
Many became manufacturers and others murderers (Buck Ruxton, Crippen).
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(Zambesi, The Victoria Falls, ?The Nile); others, travel agents like Sir Henry
Lunn, xvho, although he did not discover Swvitzerland, helped to put it on the
map. They include Prime Ministers, like Sir Godfrey Huggins (S. Rhodesia);
Clemenceau (1841-1929) (The Tiger of Franice); Sir Starr Jameson (185-3-1917)
(Jamesoni Raidl. P.M. of Cape Colony, 1904); Sunl Yat Senl (first P1residelnt of
the Chiniese Republic and first graduate of the College of Medicine in Honig
Kong) (1866-1925), andc cricketers, churchmeni, philanithropists (Dr. Barnardo),
and misanthropists (Dr. Guillotin). Actually, this statement is not quite correct. The
(lecapitation machine niame(d after him was invented by an army surgeon, Antoine
Louis, and( called "La Louisette," and takeni over later by Dr. Guillotin, who coni-
si(lere(l (lecapitation less cruel than prolon,gedl torture. TIhe list includes man)
politicians - Valter Elliot, Christopher Addison, and Charles Hill (The Radio
Doctor) - who preferred the hurly-burly of politics with its bright lights and its
shade. Many were men of outstanding genius. In the world of poetry we have
only to mention Smollett, Schiller, Oliver Goldsmith, Keats, and Robert Bridges
(the late P'oet Laureate). \Xe would like to think that it xvas their close connection
witlh humanity that aillowed them to observe and write with such understanding.
Conniectedl with the stage we hatve Sheridan Knowvles, Sir Charles Wyn(lham,
and, more recently, James Bridie, whlo nec(is no introduction in Belfast. Wk'ith
fiction, wve associate the niames of XVTarw\ick Deeping, Conian Doyle, Francis
Brett Young, A. J. Cronin, Austin Freelan, I)e Vere Stackpoole, Somerset
Maugldami. Many others, like Halliday, Sutherland, Sir Ronlaldl Ross, Sir James
Paget, Ed. Jenner, Sir Clifford Allbutt, Sir Frederick Treves could be men-
tioned, but they are nio truants possibly truants from Literature. They all
remaini, and remained doctors, withl poetry, painting, vriting, a form of
relaxation - a distraction in their so-called spare-time, described by the Greeks
as PARERGON-"work by tlle si(le of work." It was said of one:
"Il leisur-e hours in epic song he <leals,
.Writes to the rumbling of his coach's wvheels."
Thus vou all have the opportunity to change and become, amonig otlher things,
possibly a pirate, a poet, a priest, or even a Prime Minister.
It is interesting to recor(d the many objects of every-day use tllat have been
inivented by doctors who forsook their professioni. TIo mention shorthand, type-
writing, Mackintosh xrater-proofinlg, fire insurance, the police helmet, artificial
silk, the oxygen-hydrogen blow-lamp, the Bath Oliver biscuit, the electric battery,
is to give only a few from a large anid very assorted mixture.
I menition these to let you see that it is open to you to change-and certainly
you should never feel that you must a(lhere to a line which does not bring the
best out Of you, and(l into whi(ll vouL cannlot throw yourself wholeheartedlv. The
converse holds equally true. Many of you here to-day are starting your studies at an
older age than the average. This may be (lue to force of circumstances, e.g., a war,
or possibly by conviction and of your owni choice. I woul(d say at once that you
start xrith a great advlanltage. It is like a diver standing on aI high board; he can
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water but not beyond it. It would be impossible to give the total list of the great
names in medicine who started in other spheres, and by conviction changed
meni such as Claude Bernard and Sir James McKenzie, and many others who
changed the face of medicine. The list is much too large, and many are still living.
My task is a difficult one. It is to tell you in one breath to trust your teachers,
listen to them and follow their advice, and in the same breath to beg you to think
for yourselves and be sceptical! Sydenham was called a "man of many doubts"
and therein lay the seat of his greatness. Oliver Wendell Holmes put it aptly, as
he alone could do. (You will remember that he was Professor of Anatomy and
Physiology at Harvard). (He once said of himself, "I occupy not a chair but a
settee"). "Medical students," he said, "naturally have faith in their instructors,
turning to them for truth and taking what they may choose to give them. They are
babies in knowledge, and not yet able to tell the breast from the bottle, pumping
away for the milk of truth at all that offers, were it nothing better than a profes-
sor's shrivelled forefinger."
Sir Andrew Macphail recognised your difficulty as well as you do when he said:
"In these days when a student must be converted into a physiologist, a physicist,
a clhemist, a biologist, a pharmacologist, and an electrician, there is no time to
make a clinician of him." I know you would agree with the recent writer who
said that if anything more must be added to the medical curriculum, then let it
be "spare time."
Medicine differs from all other studies, and the answer can rarely be reached
with the precision of a mathematical sum. Medical diagnosis has been defined as
"the art of coming to a conclusion on insufficient evidence," a fact that is as true
to-day as it was 2,500 years ago, when Hippocrates made his often-repeatedl
statement that "Experience is fallacious and judgment difficult."
It is Osler who has told us to start with the conviction that absolute truth is hard
to reach in matters relating to our fellow-creatures healthy or diseased - and
that the art largely consists in balancing probabilities. It is this indefiniteness
that has made the study anl art as well as a science, and it is the presence of the
unknown factor that makes the subject an ever-intriguing studly. The final
dia,gnosis is a complete picture of irregular pieces of signs and symptoms which,
we hope, will fit together to give a definite answer. If one piece does not fit into
the scheme of things, we must piece them together again, and we must not try
to inake them fit the plan we have in mind. They must make the picture.
It is as true to-day as it was 200 years ago, when it was said: "If I set out
to prove something, I am no real scientist - I have to learn to follow where the
facts lead me. I hiave to learn to whip my prejudices."
In- medlicine we must follow where the signs and symptoms lead us, and not
make them fit in with a preconceived idea.
.-\lthough in this town the medical school anid hospital ante-dated the university,
yet Imlost of us call ourselves "Queensmien." It is now almost synonymous with
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that he is a product of Thomas', Guy's, Bart's, etc., but does not mention his
university, if, in fact, he did belong to one.
Although Clinical teachinig in Belfast startedl in 1820, it was actually in 183'2,
at the Belfast Medicatl Society, that the (letailetl formation ol' (a universitv was
dliscussed. It was three yeatrs later, on the 4th August, 183.5, that a start w\as
made, and( for the purpose certain rooms in the Acadlemical Institution wvere used.
For lourteeni -cars the medical sclTool wvas at Inst., an(Id atlthough Queeni's Collegc
was officially opened in 18S49, it was niot till 1862 that all the classes were finally
tranlsferred from the Institution to the College. To start with, there were sevenl
Professors in all. John McDonnell, second son of Dr. James McDonnell, founider
of the Belfast Medical School, was appointed Professor of Surgery, but niever
actually took up office.
As Dr. James McDonnell's name reappears with such regularity, and as the
founder of the Belfast dispensary and the Belfast Fever Hospital (tlle first fever
hospital in Ireland) and through these institutions the founder of the Belfast
Mledlical School, he should be knowni to all connected with it. James McDoninell
was borni in 1762, in the Gilens of Antrim, three-quarters of a mile from Cuslhenl-
dall onl the roa(d to XVaterfoot. His father was a prosperouis farmer, and lit'was
(lese(en(led from a v-erv illustrious forebear, Sir Alistair McColl MNcDonnell.
Educated at first in onie of the small cave sclhools near Waterfoot, later privately
in Belfast, he finally graduated in 1784 in Edinburgh. Growinig up in the (Gletns,
lie carried tlhroughout Ihis life hlis outdoor interests. He loved the faunta and flora
of the district and was later the authority on the mineralogy and geology of
County A.ntrim. He retained through life his love for music, particularly the harp,
and was later the founder of the Harp Society.
Iti 1784 lie settled in Belfatst, whichi at that time was a tow\n of 17,000 iiihabi-
tants, aiid which ha(d in all, ten physicians. \VNithin four sears lhe as the niost
en-iinlent fig-ure in the professioni, although still a very young man. He was not
onlv an outstanding doctor, but a mnanl of great philanthropy. In his early years
in practice, it was his custoni to visit his widowed mother every fortnight. He
used to leave at midnight otn horseback, get a fresh horse at Glenarin for the last
part of the journey, and after a few hours with his mothler, lie was back in Belfast
w"ithiin twenity-four hours - a ri(le of almost one hundred miles.
The years 1790-1800 were crowvded years of political and intellectual life in
Belfast. In 1791 the Society of United Irishmen made its appearance, founded in
Belfast by \Volfe Tone. In 1792 the Harp Festival took place, in w\hich again
Dr. McDonnell was tie leadingi spirit. Ini the saimie year the start was iiia(e1to
provi(le a general lhospital. Up to this time the only available anietitiies lhad been
in th-e Old CCharitable Inistitutioni. For this purpose a house wvas takeni in \West
Street, off Smithfield. Here the infant charity startedl, the embryo of thle presenit
Royal Victoria Hospital. The next few years were lbusy ones for l)r. McDonniell,
aiid although lie was on most friendly terms with the new political movement and
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too much occupied with his profession to take any active part in its activities.
In 1797, with fever raging and the famine at its height, he felt he must start
a fever hospital. This was to become the first fever hospital in Ireland. For this
purpose a building was taken in Berry Street. It was a period of difficulties for
all, with the North-Eastern counties under martial law.
In 1798, the Rebellion itself broke out. Dr. McDonnell on one occasion was
called by Mary Ann McCracken to attempt to restore to life her brother, Henry
Joy McCracken - leader of the insurgents at the Battle of Antrim - whose body
had been brought home after being hanged in Corn Market. Unable to go himself,
he sent his younger brother, Alexander, but the effort, naturally, was useless.
In 1799, following the Rebellion, further funds were raised and three more
houses obtained in West Street. For the next eighteen years this was the inade-
quate hospital accommodation in Belfast and district, till in 1817 the Belfast
General Hospital in Frederick Street opened its doors as the first real hospital in
the town.
Although fully occupied with his large hospital and private practice, Dr.
McDonnell was associated with every philanthropic movement in the town. He
was President of the Belfast Reading Society (later the Linenhall Library), and
at it he read many scientific papers, mostly of geological and.antiquarian interest.
McDonnell was now the leading physician in the town, a position he retained
for thirty years, till ill-health forced him to retire. He lived throughout his long
life in the same house, 13 Donegall Place - his neighbours at either end were
Lord Massereene and the Marquis of Donegal. His advice was sought all over
the country. He discarded the wig early on, but he was an impressive figure, as,
dressed in drab coloured knee-breeches, with white stockings, he drove about the
country in his gig, reading his papers through a large magnifying glass, and
accompanied by his old manservant, Mick.
He was directly responsible for the foundation of the Belfast Hospital and
Belfast Fever Hospital, and promoted the funds for its construction, and although
he envisaged in 1815 the possibility of the University, the beginning of which
was in 1837 - as in this year of 1952 a young Queen had ascended the Throne
it was not till 1826 that, as senior physician, he gave the opening lecture at the
hospital, choosing as his subject "Systematic Medicine." He was then 65 years
of age, and described as being in his prime. This is now the age when consultants
are asked to retire, although Prime Ministers are considered at their best. He
did in actual fact retire from the active staff of the hospital one year later, and
was presented with a gift of plate to the value of £700 in recognition of forty
years public service and philanthropy. He was appointed to the consulting staff. He
still retained his busy practice, and only towards the end was he confined entirely
for some time to the house before he died in his eighty-second year. His grave,
with its magnificent Celtic Cross, should be visited by all. It lies in a remote
corner of the Layde Cemetery at Cushendall.
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GIt will thus be seen that our present University evolved from the original
medical school at the hospital, later from a nucleus at the Institution, followed by
what was then the Queen's College, Belfast, which, with its two sister colleges
in Cork and Galway, made up the Queen's University of Ireland.
These three colleges, providing teaching facilities only, were very loosely knit
together, and there was the additional disadvantage that the student had still to
go further for the necessary examinations. At the same time, Dublin considered
that although there were the three constituent colleges in the provinces, there
was none in Dublin, and so the Catholic College was started (in 1852). Some time
later (1879) the old Queen's University of Ireland was abolished by Act of Parlia-.
ment, and the new body, now incorporating the four colleges, and calling itself
the Royal University of Ireland, took its place. This still had the same disadvan-
tage as before, and the problem was only finally settled in 1908, when Queen's
College, Belfast, was given complete autonomy, both for lectures and examina-
tions, and became the Queen's University, Belfast, as we know it to-day. The
other three colleges also got powers to carry out their own examinations, but
still remained as the university colleges of the new National University of Ireland.
Queen's started just following the greatest tragedy that ever happened in
Ireland. The Irish famine of 1845-1849 had ravaged the land. No one factor was
responsible. It was she accumulation of many. Primarily, there was the failure
of the potato crop - this was caused partly by the potatoes rotting in the ground,
due to an intensely wet season (most of the farming was done in the lazy-bed
system) and secondly, the potato blight, which at that time was all over the world.
Other crops, wheat, barley, oats were also affected, and green crops, which
escaped, were not made much use of for food. At the same time there was an out-
break of cholera, and with the animals an epidemic among pigs, which nearly
annihilated them. There was also foot-and-mouth disease in cattle, "rot" in sheep,
and even the domestic fowls began to die. The blight affected, in addition to the
potatoes, wheat, oats, turnips, beans, onions, even conifera - large tracts of
larches and pines were destroyed, areas of land were laid bare, and the country-
side had a foul stench. This state of affairs recurred annually for five years. Those
able to emigrate were fortunate. In 1847, three million people were being fed by
the State. Help came from England, from the Society of Friends, and the British
Association. Thousands of tons of flour came from New Orleans. The death rate
was high, and with the dispensary doctors alone it was one in four. The popula-
tion fell from eight million to four million, where it has remained since. I would
ask vou all, as you go along the magnificent Coast Road from Larne to Bally-
castle, to remember it is one of the many works given to create labour and food
at that time, and may it remind us to hope and pray that such devastation will
never be repeated, and I would like you to associate it with the founder of this
school.
It would seem an unusual moment for the Queen's University of Ireland to
build, regardless of cost, three magnificent colleges in Belfast, Cork and Galway.
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prosperity and a silver spoon.
For a clinical medical school to evolve, we must have the hospital side-
hospital beds, patients, teachers and apprentices - and the university side
-classrooms, laboratories, and technical training, and professors of the now
clinical subjects, anatomy, physiology, etc. The hospital side was 'slowly pro-
gressing, thanks to the persistence of Dr. McDonnell; and the university
problem, also the product of his brain and imagination, was gradually being
organised. It is quite remarkable that one man in his lifetime should have been
able to achieve so much.
Just as Dr. Malcolm's lecture is one hundred years old to-day, so the move-
ment which was the indirect origin of the Belfast Hospital took place one hundred
years before that. In 1752, a group of philanthropic Belfast business and
professional men started a plan to raise, by lottery, the funds necessary to build
a poorhouse, an infirmary and a church. This was the beginning of the Beltast
Charitable Institution. In Dublin to-day the Sweepstake is again used for this
purpose. It was not, however, until 1771 that the first stone was laid, and it was
actually in 1774 that the building was opened and patients admitted. It is very
creditable, when we think that in 1752 Belfast was a mere village on either side
of the Farset, a tributary of the Lagan, and had a population of eight and a half
thousand people.
In 1792 was mentioned for the first time the possibility of the formation of a
medical school; again James McDonnell was behind the project. He was still a
relatively young man of 32 years - just eight years in practice - at that time,
and he had to wait another thirty-three years before he had the honour, as senior
physician, of giving the first lecture. He had worked all this time, fighting for
the establishment of the hospital and the university, but when it finally reached
fruition, he was too old to be appointed professor, or to hold any other university
rank. Possibly he enjoyed the struggle; possibly he was like many others, who
found that to travel hopefully is a better thing than to arrive, and the true
success is to labour.
While making full use of the buildings in West Street and Berry Street, it was
soon felt, with the growing industry in the town, the increasing population, and
more modern methods that a real hospital must be built to replace the converted
dwelling houses. Thus in 1810 Dr. McDonnell approached the Marquis of Donegal
with a request for land. The site chosen was Frederick Street, and for the next
five years, till the necessary money was forthcoming, the land was fenced in and
let out for grazing. This was Waterloo year. The last hospital building had been
started in 1798, the year of the rebellion. How often medical advances and wars
are closely linked. There is often more in the relationship than mere coincidence.
It was two further years before the first patients were admitted (1817), and by
then the population of the town had increasedl to 31,000 people.
With the completion of the hospital in Frederick Street and the appointment
of a medical staff, a resolution was passed that "physicians and surgeons
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that a school of Physic and Surgery, of no trifling importance to the young medical
students of the neighbourhood and to the Province of Uster, might be started."
So a training was provided, starting in 1820, but the candidates had still to go
further to get the qualifying degree or diploma of some college or university.
So we see that, starting in 1752, by the good will and generosity of some
public-minded folk, a movement began which produced the Belfast Charitable
Institution, later two small temporary hospitals in Smithfield, and finally the
Belfast General Hospital, which, starting in 1817, existed till 1903, when it was
superseded by this present building. Incidentally, the Belfast General Hospital,
by Royal Charter in 1875, was allowed to change its name to the Royal Hospital,
Belfast, and the term Royal Victoria Hospital was given when the present hospital
was contemplated in 1899. The old hospital had outgrown its usefulness. The
town had got so large, and the heavy industries in the town were employing so
many people at risk, that a hospital more centrally placed, with all modern facili-
ties in the way of operating theatres, X-ray department, and other ancillary
services was required. And so the old Royal Hospital finally became disused in
1903 as a hospital, and was eventually pulled down in 1936. The present Royal
Victoria was opened on the 27th July, 1903, by King Edward VII and Queen
Alexandra, having cost £110,000. Lord and Lady Pirrie had much to do with its
completion, but the various wards along the corridor commemorate the names
of many generous donors and loyal workers.
But I will not forestall the book now being produced for publication next year
by Dr. Marshall to celebrate the Golden Jubilee of this hospital. It will be a
worthy sequel to the book of the old Belfast General Hospital, which was pub-
lished in 1851 by that medical historian, Dr. Malcolm, whose works I have freely
quoted already. This small book should be in the library of all who have an
interest in the history of our medical school. It can still be obtained occasionally
in second-hand bookshops for a few shillings. Dr. Malcolm died shortly after-
wards, at the early age of 38, probably from phthisis; and a scholarship, open
annually at this hospital for competition, was founded by a gift from his widow
to commemorate his name.
This hospital is the last that will be built under the old schemes of lottery,
bequests, donations, subscriptions, philanthropic begging, street collections, etc.
It is no longer in the hands of the public, rich and poor, but the responsibility of
the State.
We cannot see the old regime of the voluntary hospital go without a sigh of
regret, but we must be realists, and in a world of rising costs and taxation at
its present height, philanthropy can only be what its name implies - a love of
one's fellow-men, with no longer any practical or tangible significance.
Thus we see the origin of our medical school, arising by two roots, one the
hospital side, starting in 1752, and the other the true university side, starting
with its professors at Inst., in 1835, and finally these two fusing, as they have
done now, to form our present medical faculty.
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control, so we also see a nationalising and central control over the education of
the student. In the early days, it was one pupil trained by apprenticeship to one
master; later many pupils trained in groups by visiting doctors - specialists
in various branches and often with divergent outlooks and approaches to the
subject. To-day the tendency throughout the British teaching world is the standar-
dizing of the teaching and thought by the appointment of the full-time teacher.
Most people consider that there should be less teaching and more learning; less
dictation and more thinking; less standardization and more originality.
It is commonly said that a tree is better known by its fruits than its roots. This
is one of the many trite sayings which are only the expression of a partial truth.
He would be indeed a poor gardener who did not know from what the tree had
sprung, in what type of ground it was planted, and how it flourished. Many
accounts have been written of the early life of this medical school and hospital,
so that its history is not hard to trace. The roots are well known, and the fruits
in many cases speak for themselves. They have been well tried and have stood
the test over 132 years. There is hardly a country in the world where there is not
a Queen's University or a Royal Victoria doctor who has not brought credit to
his Alma Mater.
The staff of a hospital or university is not static. It is a living structure, like
a tree shedding branches and sprouting others. It is constantly changing, being
added to or taken from. Another process of growth, however, does exist, and that
is grafting. The graft, however, must bring something to the parent trunk and
the parent trunk must be fresh and virile to carry and nourish the new grafts.
It is the duty of the orator each year to record these changes. We welcome
firstl) Professor Graham Bull. In his blood he carries the puritan qualities of his
Scottish ancestors, the initiative of the South African pioneer, and the flare of
the research worker from the London Post-Graduate School. He comes to us
with a glowing reputation of academic knowledge and originality in research.
He succeeds three very great under-graduate teachers-Professor James Cuming,
Professor James Lindsay, and Sir William Thomson. We hand on their torch,
with our best wishes and with a friendly welcome. To let him know what he may
expect, may I say that his predecessors filled the chair for 34, 24 and 27 years
respectively. But we must agree with Emerson that although we cannot overstate
our debt to the past, the present has the supreme claim.
We welcome also Mr. Alexander Taylor, F.R.C.S. He graduated at Aberdeen
University, and followed this by an extensive experience of war surgery in the
Navy, a good preparation for the study of Neurosurgery. He comes as a very
welcome addition to the Nut Cracker Department, and we can assure him of a
very genuine welcome.
The latest addition to our staff is Dr. Harold Millar - a promotion from the
ranks of this hospital. He is an old Campbellian, with his war years spent with
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Hthe Royal Navy. A long period of apprenticeship to neurology, and a compre-
hlension of what the wild waves are saying in th1-e electro-encephalogram makes
him nan invaluahle addition to our stafl. It would appear that, as with the case of
Mr. Taylor andl Dr. Allison, a period in the Silent Service helped to cultivate the
patienice necessary for this branch of medicine.
Ladies and Gentlemen, you are tlle future frLits of thlis schIool. You are still
perhiaps in the budding stage, and you have a serious responsibility, but you xvill
be hanided a torch xvell wvorth carr-ying. \VinStOn C(Shurchill, the -reatest Prime
Minister of history, said last year at the Matnsion House (iinller, "It is only by
studvinig the past that we cani foresee, however dlimly or partially, the future."
You can look back with pride over 132 years.
In that time muchi has happetne(d at home and abroad. TIimes have change(l
greatlv from those early days wheni only after due consi(lerationi, and with opposi-
tioni from the relatives and often the familv doctor, a patient finally consenitedl to
be subjected to a- "stethoscopic examination." To-day the stethoscope is being-
throwvn away and replaced by the radiograph and the cardiac catheter. A patient
came to hospital some wveeks ago for a heart examination. She xwas preparing to
remove her blouse wvheni she was told to remove her stockinigs instead, and plunge
her feet into tvo rather large jam-jars filled with cold water. She is still woln-
(lering wvhere her heart really is ! \Ve must witch that we still keep a senise of
proportioni. A patient said to me recently: "I wvould like to go to hospital, but I
(1o not thinki I wvould be strotng enough to stand it." It is a simple remark, bUt
it makes us think. We must not overdo science and( forget the patient.
An a(dvanice towar(ls freedom that has made our hospitals what they are is the
free(lom ani(l position given to the nursing professiotn. This came abotit primarily
throughl the advocacy of that amilazinig genius, if strancge aidl (lifficult xvoman,
Florence Nightingoale. Modern nutirsitig is the outcome ol the traditioni that she
starle(l, and(l this is ani opportunity to thanik againl the sister profession lor the
help uponl wvhichi we so much depend(l. In fighting for a cause, it oftenl pays best
to work from the top dowvn, and not from below up. Florence Nightingale started
at the highest levels and, having got the ear of the people wvith influence, such
as Lor(d Herbert, Secretary of' State for WVar, she xvas able to gain the necessary
support. Had she trie(d to wvork in the opposite dir-ectioni, throuighi xvhat the armV'
calls the "correct channels," shie would( have been baulked at every turn.
Florenice Nightingale and( the Crimea are ofteni quoted as the trigger point
wvhich starte(i the movement, but it wvas essentiallv the period of emancipationi
generally. Industrial revolution was shoxving its results. .Art was creeping in to
increase the asthetic side of life. .\ queen was onl the Throne. Surgery
was increasing, an(d it was being- realise(d that the success of the surgical opera-
tion (lepends as much on the nursing after-care the patient receives as it does upon
the brilliance of the surgeon's technique. WVomen's clothing was getting more
rational, the bLustle, the crinoline and the xvasp-wxaist were beeginning to disappear,
124and emancipation generally was in the air. Early-Victorian prudery was relaxing,
giving place to mid-Victorian common.sense.
The time was ripe; the necessity was great; there was the public demand; and
the state desire to avoid scandal, and with all this the ready money, which is only
made available to public services by the necessities of a war. We forget, in the
horrors of a war, the good that so often is a by-product. Wars create emergen-
cies. Emergencies break down the rigid, hide-bound traditions. Wars create
sympathy, and sympathy liberates money which would otherwise not be available.
One of the interesting fights of the last century was for the admission of women
(or ladies, if you prefer it) to the medical schools. Their admission produced one of
the most acrimonious medico-political fights of the nineteenth century. It lasted
for almost twenty years, but finally, and naturally as is their custom, they came
out victorious. Up to 1856 there had been a few women doctors scattered through-
out the country, mostly with doubtful degrees or diplomas and mainly employed
in midwifery. In 1856, by Act of Parliament, women were debarred from
practising medicine unless they were graduates of a recognised foreign university.
Thus many of the early lady doctors were forced to obtain degrees on the
Continent, in France, Switzerland, Italy, Belgium, etc.
From 1856 to 1876 they fought, till by Act of Parliament it was again
permissable for women to enter a British university to study. This did not
necessarily mean that all universities threw open their door at once. In our own
school, it was not till 1889 that the first woman medical student was admitted.
Only five years before that the then Professor of Midwifery in Belfast had said
that he hoped that "the culture and refinement of the age would have forbidden
such a consummation." Much long-standing opposition had to be overcome.
Horace Walpole had described the lady medical as "a disgusting and unwomanly
creature." Even one of their own sex, Mme. de Stael, went as far as to say,
"After all, a woman's mission is to help men to be good." Sir William Jenner,
although a man of the greatest breadth of vision, also said, "I have one loved
daughter, and sooner than see her at the dissecting bench, I would see her dead
before me." Moxon thought he had made an important discovery when he pointed
out that the female brain weighed 3* ounces less than the male.
Although the universities allowed women to graduate, it was not till 1902 that
women got the opportunity to be house surgeons, even in their own hospital, the
Royal Free, in London. In the Royal Victoria Hospital they were permitted to
be resident pupils in 1903, but there was no woman hQuse surgeon until 1915.
the inability to get resident posts, and consequently post-graduate training and
post-graduate degrees, made it very difficult for the bright graduate to succeed;
and without higher qualifications posts on hospital staffs of consultant status
were for many years impossible.
By 1911 all Scottish and provincial schools were open to women medicals, except
Oxford and Cambridge, but none of the London schools. In the wars of 1914-1918
and 1939-1945 certain medical schools opened their doors temporarily, but it was
125not till 1948, and the advent of the National Health Service, that Guy's, Thomas',
Bart's, Middlesex, and other male strongholds capitulated. The excuse, or reason,
given by one school was that they had only a limited number of vacancies and
the admission of women greatly weakened the rugby team ! It is not necessary
to give the name of that medical school.
The last century was punctuated by the three great advances which made modern
surgery possible. These were in the forties, the sixties and the eighties, and for
those that forget easily, they all begin with A - anristhesia, antiseptics and
appendicitis. Appendicitis in this case merely represents the opening of the
abdominal cavity with impunity. Three other A's have since come to the fore-
front-aseptic surgery (Von Bergmann, 1897), antibiotics (1929-43) and atomic
research, leading to the radioactive isotopes, so that cancer, among other
diseases, is now facing a new weapon of diagnosis and attack.
Modern surgery is not the result of one or two incidents, but the combinationi
of many factors. Every new forward step stands on a previous discovery. Many
of them are due to the help of ancillary services, e.g., chemists, physicists;
biologists,, electricians, metallurgists, the cotton and linen industry. Plastic
materials, Radium, atomic therapy, diathermy, suction, anwesthesia, pre- and
post-operative medication, all creep into the daily routine so quietly that the old,
bad and difficult days are soon forgotten. Life is like that. I thought it was well-
exemplified in a sundial I saw recently, where it said, "I record only the sunn)
hours." Skin grafts, bone grafts, arterial grafts, nerve grafts, corneal grafts
have given potentialities to surgery not considered one hundred years ago, or just
thought to be a dream. A well-stocked blood bank with a rapid turnover is the
sign of an efficient and up-to-date hospital.
In 1883 Billroth said, "Any surgeon who would dare to sew up a wound of the
heart would lose the respect of his colleagues.." Now daily the heart is opened
and its chambers examined with the gloved finger. With all this-going on around
us, we must avoid too much the spectacular in surgery. This is a period of high
lights, bright lights; the public are interested in only the abnormal and spec-
tacular, and the press have to supply their wishes. We must watch that medical
education does not tend to foster that state of affairs. The operation on the Blue
Baby or the by-passing of the hardened liver are tests of technical skill on the
part of the surgeon, and of courageous and trusting endurance on the part of the
patient, with interesting, if not always understood, physiological results. But in
practical value, what have they done? They have allowed a small number of
children who could only sit, to walk; or those that could only walk, to run, but
for the economy of the world their value is as nothing compared with the discovery
of, e.g., Salvarsan, quinine, anti-diphtheria and anti-tetanus sera, penicillin,
D.D.T., which have saved millions of lives of people in the active period of their
lives.
For every new discovery one must keep an open mind. There are those who
are too sceptical, and who live in the past, whose outlook is unelastic. It is true
126that m-any discoveries do not stand the test of time, but many often give the
foundation for something really great. Prontosil may now be forgotten by many,
but it was the basis from which the sulphonamides started. Cortisone may at the
moment be a dlisappointing drug, but it is a basis on which other work will take
place. Do not disdain everything in medicine which has not an immediate applica-
tion. Pasteur quotes Faraday in this respect. The latter was witnessing the first
demonstration of a purely scientific dicovery and around him it was being said,
"But what is the use of it?" Faraday quickly replied, "But what is the use of
a new-born baby?"
On the other hand, there are those dangerous folk wvho-, because a thing is
new, think it is automatically good; who must be in the fashion, whether it is in
dress, language, food, cars, sport, and from whom the quack and proprietary-
medicine manufacturers make their livelihood, and for whom the poster and
advertisement act as a Bible. Of these, Sir Robert Hutchison, writing of Fashions
and Fads, said: "It is possible to be too up-to-date. It is always well before
handing the cup of knowledge to the young to wait till the froth has settled."
Looking back, I believe 1 learned, as a student, as much from one teacher
who I know was wrong in nearly all he said, but what he said made me think. In
other words, he did not teach, but made one learn. We are being blinded by
science at the moment. Two students were asked recently to look at a very
anoemic young woman. One asked immediately for the results of her blood copper
and cobalt and her serum iron. The other, with a practical outlook, examined her
first and found she had been bleeding for weeks from extensive piles. Science
without sense is valueless. It is worse-it is a danger-it is a lazy method. It
was said when sulphonamides came in first that you gave the patient a week's
treatment, and if at the end of that time she was no better, you carried out a
physical examination. Make sure that modern multiple laboratory tests, done
often without a real reason, do not lead us to the same error.
The out-patient department is a much better place to learn than the wards,
because there you see the case as the consultant first sees it. In the ward,
frequentlv the investigations are looked at before the patient, and a diagnosis,
often wrong, is made and certainly it is difficult not to be influenced by the paper
reports.
Do not be afraid to argue with your teachers. If they are good they like it,
because they have a reason for what they said. Do not be afraid to say, as many
do, "But sir, Professor-or Mr. or Dr.-thinks quite differently to that." Again,
ask the reason why, and you will find that fundamentally the differences often
are small. If you watch two golfers, their styles may be very different, but if they
each do a sixty-five you may with safety take your choice.
'l'he approach to the patient is what matters most. You must get his confidence
and respect and love. You will then get a history of the illness, and, in nine
cases out of ten, the diagnosis is made. Twenty minutes history and three
minutes physical examination is much better than three minutes history and
twenty minutes examination. This is certainly true of most digestive complaints;
127perhaps not of intricate neurological and other investigations. The student who
has varied interests himself, who is interested in people, things, places, and in
the various types of employment of the patient, always gets a grip on the life,
both business and home, and the requirements of the patient concerned. To hear
a student asking his patient for the details of his work as a hackler, rivetter,
plater, caulker, weaver, always creates confidence. He soon knows whether he
may ultimately expect to go deaf with the noise, whether the work entails the
use of the right or left hand, whether he works in bare feet, etc. In this town, to
know the industrial hazards is to know mankind.
A medal was struck some years ago to commemorate the life of one of the
surgical pioneers of this school, Mr. Robert Campbell. The inscription it bears
is: "Where there is love of humanity, there is love of the art." You will notice
that humanity comes first, and automatically the second part follows, but the
reverse is not the case. Occasionally the intricacies of the art make some forget
the patient.
The family doctor, which most of you here I hope will be, is described as the
best member of the profession, for the very reason that humanity-a knowledge
of the home life, and the trust of the family-are his privilege; something denied
to a certain extent to the consultant, to whom the care of the patient must unfor-
tunately be mainly a passing concern.
For your life to be a success, it must be a mixture of sense, sympathy and
science. If you have not sense - sense of responsibility, sense of honesty,
sense of time, sense of decency, common sense - you are lacking in basic struc-
ture. If you have not sympathy, medicine is not the right calling for you. It
must be remembered that the doctor has two duties - to cure when such is
possible, and when this is not possible, to smooth the passage to the grave. You
will in this respect be faced all your life with problems and difficulties. When the
case seems hopeless, is it right to take a risk? Is the slender chance worth
taking? Bland Sutton puts it well in his book:
"The abyss is worth the leap, however wvide,
When life, sweet life, is on the other side."
Take the chance and give them the chance. You may be blamed, but you have
only one judge in such matters, and that is your conscience. You must fight to
the end, even when it is hopeless. There is nothing more dispiriting to the patient
and friends than when the doctor, in whom all their hopes are placed, throws in
his hand.
"Brave Doctor, say but one good word.
What shall we do when hope is gone?
The words leaped like a flaming sword,
Fight on, Fight on, Fight on and on!"
(ll'ith apologies to Cuncintatus Hind Millar. 1841-1913).
And finally, science; a good knowledge of modern medicine and modern
methods is essential, but you caninot be expected to be expert in all its intricacies.
No one man can hope to be au fait with the recent advances in heart surgery,
128neurology, skin diseases, blood diseases, an(d atomic compounds, but the new
State Scheme of medicine has made them available to the public, and although
you may not be able to use them you have these facilities at hand, all freely avail-
able, ready to command.
In twenty-five years from now, one of you here may possibly be giving this
lecture. As Dr. Malcolm said, it is an unenviable task. Might I suggest that
you start at once, and certainly do not leave it to the last moment, to complicate
your summer holiday!
In iy twenty-five years I have seen pernicious anaemia, thyroid disease,
diabetes, diphtheria, scarlatina, erysipelas, endocardlitis, rickets, gonorrhoea,
tuberculosis, glands in the neck, osteomyelitis virtually disappear as social prob-
lems or a medical scourge, and yet before yout there lies still a vast field of
unsolved problems. Cancer, tuberculosis, poliomyelitis, the rheumatisms, thle
leukaemias, myelomatosis, Hodgkin 's disease, disseminated sclerosis, encepha-
litis, and Parkinson's disease, and the common cold - these are still a constant
challenge to the medical profession.
You have behind you a wonderful heritage, and you have before you a future
full of productive possibilities. How many of this list of diseases will be no
longer a problem to suffering humanity when the orator gives this address
twenty-five years from now? I wonder would it be possible that a Queensman
might have the signal honour of slaying one of these giants?
This school, your school, has got good solid roots firmly planted; let it be that
you, the fruits it produces, are worthy *of it.
Thank.s are due to the Governors of Royal Belfast Academical Institution, the Belfast Museum
aind Ar-t (Gallery and to Sir Lucius O'PB-ien and the Governors of the Charitable Institution for
the loan of illustrations or blocks.
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lHF BEl1FAST CHARITABLI NST UTI ION
Opencd 774. Thc first Belfast D)ispensary, and the forcrunncr of the
Bclfast General Hospital.THE HERITr-AGE OF THE ROYAL VTICTORIA HOsPIrAL
By permnission of Bclfast AMuscum an(d Art (Gallen.
THE BELFAS-r GENERAL HOSPITAL (the old Royal)
Frederick Street-1817-1903.THI HFRI [A(.F OF IHF ROYAL VICTORA HIHosPI IAl
D)R. JAMES McDoNNELL
Borni in Cuslienldall, 1702. The Founder of the Belfast M\edical
School. A physician, a philanthropist, andl a loxver of th2 arts.